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About Us 

“ MedAid Services is a private, independent medical service provider with the vision of providing 

the highest quality service to our customers by giving accurate advice, regular communication, 

engaged training and excellent value and care to our patients through saving lives, minimising 

further injury and taking healthcare to the patient in a timely manner “ " 

MedAid Services Ltd provide first aid and medical services to private, public and commercial clients and 
are based on the picturesque border of North Shropshire and Wales, in Oswestry. Since we started, we 
have built up an excellent reputation in providing high quality first aid and medical services and are one of 
the leading event medical providers in the West Midlands. Our success has seen us cover events all over 
England and Wales and are a preferred supplier to various government and commercial clients. 

 
We provide a range of services and specialise in: 
 

 Medical Command and Control 

 Event Medical Cover 

 First Aid Training 

 First Aid Consultancy (Events and Workplace) 

 First Aid Supplies 

We have extensive experience of providing highly qualified first aid and medical personnel to private, 
public, commercial and charitable event clients and consultancy to small and large businesses. Our 
success is down to a commitment of delivering professional solutions that support our customer’s 
activities and businesses. Our training courses are delivered by highly qualified staff, many of whom are 
registered health professionals such as Paramedics and Nurses or experienced medics, lifeguards and 
teachers. 

We are not the biggest medical service provider, and we don’t want or need to be. But what we do want is 
to provide the highest quality service and care to our customers and patients. We always welcome feedback 
whether it is a comment, compliment or complaint and we encourage feedback from all our customers, 
delegates and patients. 

 

More About Us 

Legal 

During 2015, MedAid Services changed its legal status to become a Limited company and holds 
professional, indemnity, malpractice, public and products liability insurance. All staff work under 
company Standard Operating Procedures to ensure up to date and safe practice at all times. 

Data Protection and Confidentiality 

MedAid Services Ltd is committed to the protection of all our data and as such we are registered with the 
Information Commissioner’s Office as a data controller (registration number ZA170298). It is essential for 
the provision of successful healthcare that a sense of mutual trust exists between the patient and those 
involved in their care. All patients have the right to be confident at all times that their dignity and privacy will 
be respected and that all information associated with them will remain confidential. 

The private and commercial sectors are considered to be an essential part of the care given to patients 
and so are subject to the same confidentiality regulations as NHS employees and are therefore required to 
sign an undertaking of confidentiality. All MedAid Services staff undertake Data Protection and 
Confidentiality Awareness training on a regular basis. 
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Health and Safety 
 
MedAid Services’ aim as a company is to organise a system of work that is safe, protect the health of all 
involved, and to take due care for the protection of others likely to be effected by our activities. We will 
also conduct our work activities in a way that will achieve the highest possible standard of health and 
safety for our employees, contractors, visitors and members of the public. 

The successful management of health and safety is as equal in important to the management of all other 
aspects of the business, and that includes the welfare of our employees and contractors by ensuring that 
all equipment, machinery, vehicles and facilities are kept in good, safe working order. 

Care Quality Commission 

The Care Quality Commission is the independent regulator of health and adult social care services in 
England. Organisations that provide any of the regulated activities listed under the Health and Social Care 
Act, must register with the Care Quality Commission. 

After reviewing the Health and Social Care Act 2008 and discussions with the Care Quality Commission, 
MedAid Services Ltd do not provide any, or are exempt from the regulated activities, therefore are not 
required to register under the Act. 

“If a provider provides first aid treatment only, or provides first aid cover at events, 
registration would not normally be required for that activity alone, unless an 
ambulance is used for patient transport.” 

MedAid Services Ltd do not operate ambulances for patient transport. Where there is a need for this at 
an event, we have a close relationship with partner organisations who are registered with the Care Quality 
Commission. 

‘Treatment of Disease, Disorder or Injury’ is only regulated when the treatment is carried out by a listed 
healthcare professional. MedAid Services Ltd do not directly employ anyone on this list, therefore they 
are not regulated by CQC, and do not need to register (see page 59 of the Scope of Registration). 

Just because we are not registered with the CQC, doesn’t mean our quality of service is any less. We 
have robust policies in place, which are reviewed regularly, to ensure that we provide all our clients with 
the best possible service and our patients with the best possible care. Our policies follow the outcomes 
as defined in the Health & Social Care Act and relates to important aspects of care such as respecting 
and involving people who use services, care and welfare of people who use services and management 
of medicines. The key outcomes are: 

 Respecting and involving people who use services (Outcome 1) 

 Consent to care and treatment (Outcome 2) 

 Care and welfare of people who use services (Outcome 4) 

 Co-operating with other providers (Outcome 6) 

 Safeguarding people who use services from abuse (Outcome 7) 

 Cleanliness and infection control (Outcome 8) 

 Management of medicines (Outcome 9) 

 Safety and suitability of premises (Outcome 10) 

 Safety, availability and suitability of equipment (Outcome 11) 

 Requirements relating to workers (Outcome 12) 

 Supporting workers (Outcome 14) 

 Assessing and monitoring the quality of service provision (Outcome 16) 

 Complaints (Outcome 17) 

 Records (Outcome 21) 

For further information or advice, please contact us. 
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Quality Standard 
 
Quality is important to our business because we value our customers. We strive to provide our 
customers with products and services which meet and even exceed their expectations. We are 
committed to continuous improvement and have established a Quality Management System (to 
ISO:9001 standards) which provides a framework for measuring and improving our performance. 
 
We have the following systems and procedures in place to support us in our aim of total customer 
satisfaction and continuous improvement throughout our business:- 
 

 regular gathering and monitoring of customer feedback 

 a customer complaints procedure 

 training and development for our employees 

 regular audit of our internal processes 

 measurable quality objectives which reflect our business aims 

 management reviews of audit results, customer feedback and complaints 
 
Our internal procedures are reviewed regularly and are held in a Quality Manual which is made available 
to all employees. 
 
Though the Operations Director has ultimate responsibility for Quality all employees have a 
responsibility within their own areas of work so helping to ensure that Quality is embedded within the whole 
of the company. 

 
Responsible Employer 
 
At MedAid Services, the people who work for and with us are more than just “staff”, they are our team. Our 
team are our most important asset being the face of our work, providing training and providing care to 
patients in their time of need. 
 

Work Cancer 
 

Cancer caused by what people do at work is nothing new. One of the first official cases of an 
occupational cancer was identified in the eighteenth century. 
 
IOSH’s No Time to Lose campaign aims to get carcinogenic exposure issues more widely 
understood and help businesses take action. The campaign is working to: 
 

 raise awareness of a significant health issue facing workers in the UK and internationally 

 suggest some solutions on a UK scale to tackle the problem – a national model that can be 
 transposed internationally 

 offer free practical, original materials to businesses to help them deliver effective 
 prevention programmes 
 
As suppliers of first aid training, workplace first aid consultancy and pre-hospital care, we support 
the IOSH No Time to Lose campaign to help raise awareness of occupational cancer. 

 

Living Wage Employer  

 
As a responsible, ethical business, we recognise that our success depends upon on an engaged 
and productive team that is well looked after. 
 
In October 2016, MedAid Services Ltd adopted the Living Wage for all staff regardless of 
whether they are permanent employees or third-party contractors. This is currently set at an 
hourly rate of £8.25, significantly more than the existing minimum wage of £6.70 and the 
Government’s National Living Wage of £7.20 which is applicable from April 2016. 
 
Our Living Wage accreditation demonstrates our commitment to our team. We want to be the 
best employer we possibly can and the Living Wage will help us achieve this. 
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Company Values  

 
MedAid Services has a corporate vision and core values jointly developed with staff that underpin the culture 
of the Company and support our vision for the future of MedAid Services. 
 

Our Vision 
 

Our vision is to make the lives of our patients and their families better by giving the medical care they need 
in the most compassionate, affordable and timely manner possible. We constantly evaluate new and 
innovative ways to continually improve all aspects of our services to ensure our customers are receiving 
the highest level of care and superior customer service at the lowest price possible. 

 
Our staff are trained to treat every customer as if they were a family member and the Company settles for 
nothing but excellence in patient care and customer interaction. Everybody works together as a team to 
ensure a flawless and exceptional experience for every customer, every time. We will put our vision into 
practice by offering safe and well-maintained equipment and vehicles, and by providing staff who are caring, 
competent, and service-oriented. 
 

Our Mission 
 

Our mission is to provide the highest quality service to our customers by giving accurate advice, regular 
communication, engaged training and excellent value and care to our customers through saving lives, 
minimising further injury and taking healthcare to the patient in a timely manner. 
 

Core Values 
 

MedAid Services has a set of core values which defined the culture of MedAid Services and support our 
vision for the future: 

 
Respect - We recognise the dignity of others and communicate with others in a respectful manner. We 
do not discriminate against patients or personnel on the basis of race, colour, national origin, ancestry, 
religion, sex, age, disability, political belief, military service, or any other legally protected characteristic. 

 
Integrity - We serve with honesty, loyalty and dedication. 

 
Teamwork - Working together and supporting each other. 

 
Contribution - Respecting and valuing the contribution of every member of staff.  

 
Accountability - We are responsible for our actions, both positive and negative. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility  

Community Engagement  

While MedAid Services continues to grow, so too has our awareness of the opportunity and 
responsibility we have to positively contribute to our community. Our team is positively engaged in 
the community throughout the year in activities that benefit the wellbeing of our local 
communities and colleagues and are encouraged to play an active role in their communities. 

Community Initiative  

 
The MedAid Services Community Initiative is our corporate charity (registered charity number 
1168963) with the aims: 
 

 to advance the education of the public in the subject of First Aid and defibrillation and by 
providing volunteer instruction in emergency life support to members of the community 
 

 the protection and preservation of life through the provision of community public access 
defibrillators 

 

 the provision of support services using technology in the event of adverse events 
 
Free First Aid Training 
 
We offer free, community first aid and CPR training sessions. Knowing what to do if someone stops 
breathing really could be the difference between life and death. 
 
Public Access Defibrillators 
 
We can provide support with fundraising and supply community public access defibrillators at 
charitable rates to local fundraising organisations.  
 
Adverse Event Support 
 
Supporting our community by using technology and team skills to identify, collate and publish 
information during adverse events. 
 
For more information, visit our website at http://www.medaid.co/cprme. 

Health, Safety and Environment 

MedAid Services is fully committed to the management of its Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) 
corporate responsibilities at every level of the organisation. HSE management is a key component of 
the organisation, ensuring that we will provide safe workplaces and safe work practices for all 
employees, clients, contractors and visitors to our various work sites. 

http://www.medaid.co/cprme
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Our Patient Charter 
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Equality Statement 
 

MedAid Services recognises that discrimination and victimisation is unacceptable. It is the aim of the 
Company to ensure that no employee or service user receives less favourable facilities or treatment (either 
directly or indirectly) on grounds of age, disability, gender / gender reassignment, marriage / civil partnership, 
pregnancy / maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, or sexual orientation (the protected characteristics). 

 
Our commitment is to: 
 

 To create an environment in which individual differences and the contributions of all our staff and service 
users are recognised and valued. 

 Every employee is entitled to a working environment that promotes dignity and respect to all. No 
form of intimidation, bullying or harassment will be tolerated. 

 Training, development and progression opportunities are available to all staff. 

 To promote equality in the workplace which we believe is good management practice and makes 
sound business sense. 

 We will review all our employment practices and procedures to ensure fairness. 

 Breaches of our equality policy will be regarded as misconduct and could lead to disciplinary proceedings. 

 This policy is fully supported by the management team. 

 The policy will be monitored and reviewed annually. 
 
We will also hold a series of regular briefing sessions for staff on equality issues. These will be repeated 
as necessary. Equality information is also included in induction programmes. 
 

Accreditations and Memberships 
 

Federation of First Aid Training Organisations 
The FOFATO represent around 400 Training Providers across 
the whole of the United Kingdom. 
 
 
 

Accredited Living Wage Employer 
Our Living Wage accreditation demonstrates our commitment to 
our team. We want to be the best employer we possibly can and 
the Living Wage will help us achieve this. 
 
 
 
Association of Healthcare Trainers 
We demonstrate that the way we operate and conduct ourselves 
with regard to training within the healthcare sector is in line with 
a code of ethics. 
 
 
 
 

Data Protection Act Registration 
MedAid Services Ltd is registered as a data controller with the 
Information Commissioner’s Office under registration reference: 
ZA170298. 
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Our Services  
 
Medical Command and Control 
 

Command and control is a key part in providing a safe medial service at large events.  
 
Our custom designed Medical Command Centre provides all the tools and resources needed 
by our event controllers and incident commanders. With a shared occupational space, it also 
provides a co-location facility with other services such as Event Control and Security. 
 
Features include: 
 

 White LED lighting for daytime operations 

 Red LED lighting for night-time operations 

 Separate conference and control areas 

 Data networking 

 Telephony 

 Wireless printing 

 WiFi 

 VHF and UHF radios 

 CCTV 

 2 control workstations with secondary monitors 

 Overhead storage 

 Exterior LED lighting 

 3G and Satellite Internet access 

 Receive video feeds from other locations 

 Web conferencing 
 

   
 

Our Medical Command Centre can be hired alongside our Event Medical Team, or as a 
standalone unit to work with existing medical teams on-site. 
 
In addition to the features listed above, the Command Centre comes equipped with CAD (Computer 
Aided Dispatch), Incident Management and Information Analytics software to provide controllers, 
commanders and event organisers with all the information they need during the event. 
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Event Medical Cover 
 

First Aid is one of the most important parts of any organised event and you need to know that 
the medical provision for your event is appropriate and effective to ensure the safety of your 
staff and guests. 

 
Our aim is to offer an affordable, reliable and professional event cover service. We have a highly 
motivated team and operate with fully trained and insured staff. Whether you are planning a 
school fete, carnival or music festival or need a single medic for a long term contract, we can 
help. We specialise in providing medical cover for events such as: 

 

 Open Days 

 Student / University Events 

 Book / CD Signings 

 Community Fun Days 

 Fetes, Carnivals and Parades 

 Music Festivals 

 Fun Runs 

 Sports Days 

 Sport matches 

 Garden Parties 

 Flower Shows 

 Young Farmers / Pony Clubs 

 MotoX 

 Cycle Events/Cycle Rides 

 On-Road events 

 Roller Derby

Music and Night Club Cover 
 
We have a great deal of experience at dealing with medical cover requirements and incidents within 
Music and Live Entertainment Venues. We’re also well versed at covering outdoor music and 
entertainment events, providing medical cover to open air events. 
 
Our team are experienced at dealing with most of the incidents usually occurring at these venues, 
often being able to treat casualties at scene instead of needing to call an ambulance. 
 
We work to nationally recognised guidelines when it comes to treatment and handling of casualties 
and drug related incidents. This ensures that your medical team would always be working under 
best practice guidance. 
 
We work closely with your staff and security provider to build a close working relationship, which in 
turn gives you a seamless service between your contractors. 
 

Sporting Events 
 
MedAid Services Ltd have provided regular cover to: 
 

 Football and Rugby 

 Boxing and Martial Arts Events 

 American Football Events 

 Cross Country and on Road Running Events 

 Cycle Events from Sportive to Off Road MTB Challenges 

 Triathlon Events 

 Trail / Road Marathons 

 Roller Derby 

 BMX and Skateboard Events 

 Motorsport Events 

 Student Nights 
 
We have a great deal of experience at assessing and dealing with sporting injuries and have crews 
available to work to the standards of most governing body regulations.  
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Services Available 
 
We can provide a range of services to all types of events, including: 

 

 A&E Ambulances 

 4x4 Ambulances 

 Cycle Response 

 Treatment Centres 

 First Aiders 

 Technicians 

 Paramedics 

 Event Managers 
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Planning Your Event 
 
Providing event medical cover is about more than just turning up on the day. Every event needs to be 
planned to ensure the correct resources are available and deployed in the most effective way to 
ensure the safety of everyone at your event. 
 
We produce event medical plans as standard and these can be submitted to the Local Authority and 
NHS Ambulance Service as part of your Event Safety Plan. We also produce Event Operations Plans 
for all our staff detailing everything they need to know and be aware of, to ensure we can support your 
event to the best possible standard. 
 
All of our event medical cover is assessed and planned by experienced officers with extensive events 
management experience. 
 
Emergency Event Cover 
 
If you are let down by your event medical provider, then give us a call as we will do our very best to 
help you out. Visit our website for details of our Emergency Contact number which is monitored 24 
hours a day! 
 
Charity Event Cover 
 
Reduced cost services are available to charities needing event first aid cover. Please contact us for 
a custom quote. 
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Our Staff 
 

Our team are fully trained and are experienced staff at all levels. They are smartly dressed, 
uniformed and carry photographic ID cards. Staff also undergo DBS checks. We are available 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year. And most of all, we are professional and friendly. Our clinical staff 
fall into one of the following roles: 
 

First Aider  
Our first aiders are trained to a high standard completing a three day First Aid at Work course 
and undertaking observation shifts with experienced medics. 
 

Advanced First Aider 
Our advanced first aiders are trained to a high standard completing a three day First Aid at Work 
course, Oxygen Administration and Automated External Defibrillation. 
 

First Responders 
Our first responders are trained to a high standard completing a three day First Aid at Work 
course as well as the First Person on Scene Basic (2 Day) or Intermediate (5 Day) course along 
with Medical Gases (which includes the use of oxygen and Entonox and OP airway insertion) 
and have experience of working within the event industry. Some of our First Responders are also 
active Ambulance Service Community First Responders. 
 

Emergency Medical Technician  
Our Emergency Medical Technicians have completed a recognised EMT-Basic, Ambulance 
Technician or equivalent course as a minimum requirement, have an up-to-date and documented 
portfolio of continuing professional development (CPD), have frontline ambulance experience 
and have experience with working at events. Some of our EMTs are also trained in Sports Injury 
Management for sporting events. 
 

Paramedic  
These are registered with the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) and have experience 
of both responding to 999 calls as well as within the event industry. 
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Using Data to Support Events 
 

Technology and joint-team working allows us to gather data which assists us in predicting and 
reacting to problems. We have invested in and developed our own systems to gather data to 
help inform our decisions on patient treatment and safety as well as resource allocation and 
staffing. With our data, we effectively manage incidents, patients, staffing levels and costs. 
 
You wouldn’t necessarily think that data was key to providing event medical services.  As with nearly 
everything in our lives, data drives a lot of what we do and at MedAid Services, we are using data to 
predict the volume and type of incidents we’re likely to see at your event so we can be sure we come 
fully prepared from the moment we arrive on site. 
 
We use a variety of different data types to help us with our decision making, these include: 
 

 event type 

 music genre 

 is camping available 

 is alcohol being sold 

 expected number of participants 

 demographics 

 location 

 proximity to hospitals 

 time of year 

 weather conditions 

 likely injuries 
 
All these data types can greatly change how we manage the medical provision at events, so by 
analysing these, we can be sure that we are providing the correct level of cover to meet legal 
obligations and provide the best care possible to event visitors. 
 
During events, we’ll be constantly monitoring the weather conditions, attendance numbers, patient’s 
primary complaints and liaising with other teams such as Security to help ensure we’re not caught out 
with the unexpected. We are able to collate data from a variety of sources into a single system to 
support our Medical Commanders. By continuously monitoring what is happening, we can: 
 

 support patient flow by moving medical teams to where they are needed most 

 ensuring we have the right amount of skill sets in the right place 

 manage costs to both us and our clients 
 
Using real-time data pulled together, we can take actions to ensure an even safer event for your 
visitors. 
 

After each event, we hold a debrief session to review what we provided, what 
went well and what could be improved. We look at who, what and how many 
patients we treated, what the causes were and feed this into our systems. 
 
This provides us with a unique dataset. We don’t just record this information 
and forget about it. It all feeds into our Business Intelligence (BI) system. 
When we start planning for future events, we can look back at data from 
similar events and see what we provided, what the weather conditions were, 
what were the main causes and treatments, meaning we can be even more 
prepared in the future. 

 
Data isn’t just data, it’s transforming the way we work and helping us to provide the best care possible. 
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Training Services 
 

 
 

We are committed to providing high quality and dedicated first aid training at competitive 
prices. We also believe that anyone who wants to learn first aid to be given the opportunity, 
so we have developed a range of courses for both businesses and the public. 
 

Public First Aid Training 
 
Our public first aid courses are suited to a wide range of ages, people and groups. Some of 
the public courses we offer: 
 

 CPR 

 Emergency Life Support (Heartstart) 

 First Aid for Cyclists 

 Anaphylaxis First Aid 

 Baby and Child First Aid 

 Basic Life Support (BLS) 
 

Workplace First Aid Training 
 

Sometimes, when we speak to people, they do not understand the legalities around providing 
first aid at work and too often find it confusing. 
 
So, every business has a legal requirement to have suitable first aid cover, whether that is a 
single nominated person or a team of qualified first aiders, but there are other aspects too. 
What’s the point in having a team of first aiders if all your first aid boxes are empty? When 
was the last time you checked yours? 
 
We also believe there are many better reasons for learning first aid than just because the law 
says so. 
 
Having a first aider or first aiders is not just about following your legal obligations, it can also 
help benefit your employees and business too: 
 
Saving Lives: First aiders learn skills which really do save lives. They are often the critical 
first line of defence against illness and injury, keeping the casualty alive until paramedics 
arrive. 
 
Caring For Your Team: Providing a good level of first aid cover tells your team that you care 
about their welfare, and you are prepared to demonstrate that with action, helping you to 
become an employer of choice. 
 
Giving Confidence: Research has shown that learning first aid not only gives trainees 
additional confidence to cope in a medical emergency, but also has a dramatic effect on their 
confidence in everyday life. This confidence can improve their effectiveness at work. 
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Reducing Sick Days: Around 1/4 million reportable injuries occur in the workplace each year, at 
a cost of nearly 30 million working days. Getting the right medical care as quickly as possible 
can not only reduce injury to a staff member, but also reduce costs and speeds their return to 
work. Everybody wins. 
 
Some of the workplace courses we offer are: 
 

 First Aid at Work 

 First Aid at Work Re-qualification 

 Emergency First Aid at Work 

  Annual First Aid Refresher 

 Paediatric First Aid 

 Paediatric Emergency First Aid 

 Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
 
Every classroom first aid course is accompanied by professional digital presentations, 
supported by real-life photos and video which is used to demonstrate key learning points. 
Courses are always a mix of traditional training together with practical training sessions, group 
discussion and role-play. Students also receive free access to our Student Area which contains 
useful first aid information and provides contact with one our trainers. 
 
All our courses are taught by trainers with frontline ambulance and medical experience. Are run 
either at a local centre to you or your own premises, meaning you will always get the best price 
possible. So if you are looking to train 1 or 20 people, contact us first for a free, no-
obligation quote. 
 

 

First Aid Consultancy 
 
MedAid Services provides consultancy services to both businesses and organisations and 
individuals wanting to organise events. 
 

Event First Aid Consultancy   

 
MedAid Services Ltd can assist you in your event planning in a number of ways: 
 

 Risk Assessments 

 Level of First Aid/Medical cover required 

 Event Safety Plans 
 
For more information on how we can help you plan your event and meet statutory guidelines, 
please contact us. 
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Workplace First Aid Risk Assessment Consultancy 
 
MedAid Services can help you to be sure you have the right first aid equipment and training 
in your workplace. It is a legal requirement that you have adequate first aid cover and 
resources in your workplace and an assessment of your business needs is an essential step 
to make sure your workplace is safe. We can assist by: 
 

 Writing First Aid Needs and Risk Assessments 

 Advising on the level of training you require 

 Advising on the type and number of first aid kits 
 
For small businesses working from a single site to large, multi-site corporations, we can write 
you a First Aid Needs Assessment and First Aid Risk Assessment and identify what first aid 
training and equipment you require by law in line with the new Health and Safety Executive 
requirements. 
 

 

First Aid Supplies 

MedAid Services can supply a wide range of first aid supplies, from complete HSE and BS-
8599 compliant first aid kits to refill kits and individual consumables. 

Where required, we can also design custom made first aid 
kits, or provide additional supplies for workplaces and 
sports venues where a standard first aid kit is not 
appropriate. 

With every first aid kit purchased, you get access to our 
online management system, allowing you to keep track of 
where your first aid kits are located and receive email 
reminders when they are due to expire. 

Feedback 

 
We will always welcome feedback whether it is a comment, compliment or complaint and we 
encourage feedback from all our customers, delegates and patients. Feedback can be left via our 
website, or by completing a Satisfaction Survey which are always available in our treatment centres, 
vehicles or after training courses. Copies of our complaints procedure are available on our website 
and at all our event duties. 
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Contact Us 
 

 

MedAid Services Ltd 
Unit 10A 

Whittington Business Park 
Oswestry 

Shropshire 
SY11 4ND 

Email: office@medaidservices.co.uk 
Web: www.medaidservices.co.uk 

Tel: 01691 700 999 
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